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THE lNTERNA TIONAL FINANCIAL SITUATION 

Address by MR. LOUIS RASMINSKY , Chairman 
(Alternate) of the Foreign Exchange Control Board, 
to a meeting of the Canadian Club, Monday, 29th 
October, 1951, in the Royal York Hot~l , Toronto, 
On~ario . 

NOT FOR. RELEASE until speech has been delivered -
approximat~ly 2 :00P . M., EST . 



The Internati onal Fin~ncial Situation 

I am grateful to you for giving ¥le this second chance , When I received 

the invitation to address you so soon after my las t appearance, I was careful -

before accepting - to unearth and look over the manuscript of my remarks on the 

last occasion I had the pleasure of being here . I wanted to see what glaring errors 

I had made and what false predictions I had uttered which might still linger in your 

memories and for which I could already be called to account. I was greatly 

relieved to find that my last address was profoundly dull. No one could possibly 

remember anything I said, let alone hold it against me . I found, to my satisfaction, 

that with one exception ~ _ I had followed all the proper rules for central bankers 

receiving an invitation to speak in public , The rule I did not follow, and it may be 

the most important one, is to decline the invitation . I have never yet heard of a 

central banker, or anyone else for that matter, getting into serious trouble for 

something he did not say . However, when they do speak in public, the important ... 
rules for public servants to follow are to confine: themselves to telling the audience 

what has happened and - if they are absolutely sure of it, which, of course, they 
/' 

rarely can be - explaining why it happened . They must on no account venture 

to predict what is going to happen and it goes without saying that the really - - -

cardinal sin is to say anything about _what should happen , 

The last time I spoke to you about the international financial situation was 

at the end of 1949, and the things I talked about then reflected the problems of that 

periodo I tried to explain wha·t was meant by the dollar problem and what had set 

off the dollar crisis and devaluations of the late summer of 1949. I referred to the 



dollar problem as something which seems to rise . and plague the world every year 
I 

or so . And now ~ after the customary lapse o~ two years since the last crisis, we 

hear of fresh losses of reserves by the United Kingdom curl payments difficulties 

and pressures in France and other parts of the world. When one casts one's eye 

back over the post - war period certain critical dates seem to stand out. August 1945 

and the sudden end of Lend - Lease and Mutual Aid which had coverfd the war ~ time 

dollar deficits . August 1947 with the sterling convertibi lity crisis . September 1949 

with the devaluation crisis. September 1951 with the re - emergence of large balance 

of payments deficits. One wonders whether one can discern a pattern here) whether 

there is not some obscure economic law at work ordaining that there shall be 

international financial difficulties . in the late summer of odd- numbered years. One 

would be tempted to say to oneselfp with Jere;miah, "The harvest is past, the summer 

is ended , and we are not saved. " And the plain man is tempted t ask, like 

Jeremiah p "Is there no balm in Gilead?" Has any progress really been made towards 

rebuilding a stable balanced world ~conomy p Do we have to look forward to a con -

tinuance of these disconcerting ups and downs? Is it a case of an Ethiopian who 

cannot change his skin and a leopard his spots? Or are we concerned with tern-

porary set-backs in a trend which remains favourable? 

After what I said at the beginning of this address you will not expect 

me to provide you. with the answer to these last questions . What I can do, howeve~, is 
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try to sketch in broad outline the main factors affecting the international financial 

situation during the last couple of years , as I see them , and leave it to you to 

make your own gambles in historical futures . 

If we look back over the five - year period from V -E day to June 1950 as a 

whole, I think we cannot fail to be impressed by the real progress which was 

achieved, in spite of many set =backs and {rustrations, in the task of rebuilding 

war damaged civilian economies, working off the post - w.ar legacy of inflation, 

and re - laying the foundations of a stable and balanced international economy . 

It seems fair to say that by June 1950 it was reasonable to hope that one could 

discern definite progress towards solving the world "dollar problem", at least 

in the form in which it had plagued international trade and payments since the end 

of the war . By tpis date it seemed that the need for extraordinary measure~ to 

deal with the dollar shortage ~ such as import restrictions against dollar goods 

and special financial aid from the United States, had begun to~ecline . 

What grounds would one have had for th i s rather optimistic appraisal of 

the situation i n June of last year? First , industrial and agricultural production 

in Europe and Asia had made an unexpect~dly rapid recovery to levels well above 

pre =war . This .r i se in output made possible a gradual reduction in the dependence 

of the non - dollar world on loans and gifts from the United States and Canada . 

Second ~ inflationary pressures outside North America had receded to the lowest 

point since the end of the war . This helped to take some of the pressure off import 

controls and made it easier for these countries to sell their goods in dollar markets . 

Thirdly, most non - dollar currencies .. had been devalued to a more realistic leveL 
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This helped .t0 i.repto~-e pr-i-ce competition between soft - currency and dopar goods, 

and it removed mu<;:h of the incentive., behind speculative capital transfel'ls which pre -

viously had absorbed substantial amounts of precious dollars . And finaHy, the United 

States economy hac:! recovered from the mild recession pf mid - 1949 and was pushing 

on to new peaks of activity . This last point is particularly important, be~ause one 

cannot conceive of a balanced world economy being restored without a buoyant demand 

in the United States for the raw materials and finished goods of other countries , 

The consequence of these achievements was a shfi.rp reduction in the "dollar 

gap" . This ''gap" is popularly_ ;measured -by the amount by which the .dollars obtained 

by the rest of the world thrpugh exports of ~oods and services to the United States 

fal~s' short of the amount the rest of the world spends on imports of goods and services 
)· 

f"rom the United States. By the first half of 1950 this gap had been reduc~d to a rate 

of about $3 billion per year compal;'ed with a rate of almost $8 billion per year in 

the first half of 1949 . The remaining gap , in the first half of 19it\l, was more than 

filled by loans and gifts from the United States to the rest of the world - with the 

result that the gold and dollar reserves of many countries, especially the United , 

Kingdo:rn, were increasing fairly rapidly . 

Now it is true that one can think of this situation as being in "balance" only 

in a quite artificial sense p since it depended on an elaborate network of dis<;rirninatory 

trade and payments restricti<:>ns aimed at dollar expenditures, and a substantial flow 

of financial assistance from the United States , Howeve-r , special U.S , aid was being 

gradually tapered off and, as I have indica·ted , some of it wa>s being used to replenish 

~ Q_adly depleted reserves . And as for the import and exchange restrictions, it seemed 
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to many = and not only on this side of the i\.tlantic ~ that the time was ·ripe at last 

for a serious attempt to relax some of the defepsive and protectionist barriers 

against the flow of trade between the dollar and non ~ dollar worlds . 

So much for the situation around June 1950. The outbreak of hostilities 

in Korea in that month and the decision of the v.restern industrial nations to undertake 

a large and sust~ined defence effort mark the beginning of a new phase . The short

run consequences of Korea, taking them by and large, were rather favourable in 

their effects on the so-called dollar problen~. Almost immediately after the invasion 

of Korea a wave of buying was set in motion by the expectation that goods would 

become both scarcer and more expensive . This buying spree was in evidence in 

most countries but nowhere more powerfully than i n the United States , Its most 

.3pectacular effects were reflected in the market for a number of intel;"nationally 

traded industrial raw materials . In the space of a few weeks, the prices of rubber, 

tin and wool doubled or trebled; and commodities like sulphur, 21fuc and copper com

manded enormous premiums for spot delivery . 

The effect of this sudden speculative upsurge 1n demand was completely 

to transform, for the time being ~ the international financial outlook. U , S . imports 

soared upward so ;rapidly that for a short period they actually exceeded exports from 

the United St~tes and that country began to lose gold on a substantial scale . Since 

most non =dollar countries were continuing to restrict their purchases from the dollar 

area very . severely, their dollar reserves began to increase faster than ever . It 
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.ooked, for a time _ a~ though the (\il.ollar problem haq mirfficuluously solved it~~lf. 

This en~ouraged a speculat~v~ o utflow qf funds from. the United State .~. to. foreign 

countrie~ in the hope of an e~change profit from th~ up~a-rd revaluation oJ foreign 

currencies ; and this outflow added further to the )Ve>rld' s ~~llr-r Teserves, 

The benefits of the U , S , buying spree \Ve:te by no means uniformly 
' I 

spread among the countries of the world , nor did this episode prove an unmixed 

blessing . _ The immediate beneficiaries were raw material producing countries, 

such as Australia and Malay~, who experience.d an enor~ous increase in theiT 

export ~arnings of both dollar and non - dollar currencies, But even for these 

countrie& the boo~ in commodities had its drawbacks , The massive increase in 

incomes involved a serious inflationary thr~at, for it was almost certain to drive 

up domestic prices and cost~; to levels where a future fall in export prices would 

create serious embarra$sment, The sudden access to foreign exchange :could not 

be used for addifiqnal i:rt;lports imm~;diately - partly due to naturp.l 1lags and partly 

to slowness or unwillit;lgnes ~ · of the ·exchange lauthor i ties ']to •adapt their •policies·.' to 

the new facts and issue imp~rt per~its more freely . Me?-nwhile, domestic eco

nomies were deprived of' ne e ded i mports which VJOuld have helped to relieve in .,. 

flatio~a~y pressures ~ and the purcha~ing 'power of exchange reserves was steidi'ly 
~ 

reduced . 
; 

For the indu~trial countries of Western -Europe ;> the benefits of the .bo9m 

in raw ·materials were even mor~ heavily out:f~ighed by the . di~_~dvp.ntagep . · There 

was an immediate increase ' in the cost of their imported raw materials and food 

and they 'were faced ~ith the prpble~ of how to pay for the large increase in their 

import bill , 

I think it will be clear from what I have said that the spectacular short 

run cons~quences of Korea gave a very unr~liable indication of what the Western 
I 

defence effort would mean in terms of international financial relations over the 

longe:r pull. _The convulsive outburst of de;rpa.nd for raw materials in the second 
! 

half -of last y~ar was essentially a hoQ,rding _ operation ~ a building up of invEfntories, 
' . ~ ' . . 

and did not reflect any large imm~diate increase in the rate of .world industrial 

production for defence . , The sudden di~app~arance ' of the dollar gap in the U . S . 

balance of payments was mislea-din-g-~ it did not reflect any inability of 
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the United States to provide the resQurces out of its own economy for a large 

defence program ov~r a long period of time . The large dollar surpluses of raw 

material exporting countries were misl~ading in that they rested on an artificially 

inflated level of United States demand an an artificially ;restricted level of dollar 

imports . The rapidly increasing dollar .reserves of the United Kingdom gave a 

misleading impression, for they were obtained by means of a large increase in 

debt to other sterling countries, ' a substantial inflow of "hot money" and a level 

of dollar imports insufficient to prevent the running down of stocks of food and 

raw materials. 

By the middle of 1951, the distortions introduc~d into the world 

economy as a result of the post - Korean buying spree were becoming painfully 

apparent, while the spree itself was tape·ring off. Some of the industrial coun-

tries of Europe found that , to pay for the same quantity pf imports as they obtained 

before Korea, they had to increase the quantity of their expo:r4ts by anywhere from 

10 to 20 per cent - such was the deterio;ration in their terms of trade. Moreover 

(~nd this applies particularly to the United Kingdom) their stocks of food and raw 

materials had been allowed to run down so low that they could no longer postpone 

a substantial increase in the volume of their imports, which were also added to 

by the growing needs of defence . Since an export effort of the required magnitude 

was not ~ immediately at any rate ~ forthcoming ~ countries like the United Kingdom 

began to run a ·substantial over ~ all current account deficit. The result was the re ~ 

appearance of a substantial "dollar gap" and renewed dollar difficulties. It may 

- well be the case that just as the earlier increases in dollar reserves gave an 

exaggerated impression of the r ,eal improve m ·e n.t i n the position so do the recen t 

declines in dollar reserves give an exaggerate d impression of 
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its worsening, The building up of stocks of impo:rted goods and speculative 

influences and other temporary f~ctors have no doubt played an important part 

in the recent developp1ents . 

What conclusions can be drawn from this brief review of recent deve -

lop;ments in the inte:rnatiqnal financ;:ial scene? It seems reasonably clear that 

the western defence effort is desti:ne,d to have a growing and perhaps a dominant 

effect on inte~n~tional pay~ents for the next few years, though it is still ~ar from 

clear what these effects will eventually be . Reduc~d to its simplest terms re ~ 

armament represents an .additional claim on a country'~ total resources . When 

a country is pressing very hard on its ecqnomic resource~ of all kinds - which 

is another way of ~aying ttwhen strong infla.tionary :forces are at work" - when a 

country is pressing very hard on its own ~conomic resources, some of the pte~sure 

tends to spill over acros~ its. borders, taking the form of ~n import · surplus . . If 

adequate foreign e~change finan~ing to pa·y for this import surp us c~pnot be found 
'1 ' 

frop1 one source or anoth~r, the country soon gets into balance of paym~nts 
I ' 

difficulties . Whatever exp~di~pts may be adopted ; the.se diffisulties can best be 

dealt with and in the long run can o;nly .be dealt _with effectivtrlY by poli~ies which 

cut down some of the excessive claims on available resources - in short, by 

policies which are directed at the inflationary origins of the balance of payments 
•I 

difficulties rathe1;1 than the symptoms . It follows, therefore, that the effect of 
~ 

the western defence . effort on the ·w9rld dollar problem will depend, in large 
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measure, on how effectively we~tern countrie~ handle the problem of in-

flation. 

Now,' in what I have said so far, I :may have given the ip1p~~~sion 

that balance of payments problems create. difficulties only for the country which 

is trying to ·s:pend more on impqrts than it can ,really afford . The truth of · the 

matter i~ that the ;me1-~ures a ~ountry adopts in .order to deal with its own 

balance of payments problems are also of serious concern to its trading p~rtners . . 

This becomes clear if we look at Canada's recent experience in trading with 

many over seas countries . 

Since the end of the :war, many of these countrie § have had a :parti-

cularly unf~v<?.urable bal'l-nce of payments with the United States and Canada . In 

order to protect themselves against running out of dollar$, they have generally 

imposed direct restrictions on the dollar expenditure of their people, limiting 
..., 

both the amounts and the .. -purpo:5e~ for which t h ey are allowed to spend . These 

restrictions Cjlre ~ of course, aimed ?pecifically at reducing purchases from 

dollar countries . They have made it harde1,1 to buy f.rom us than from other 

countries ; in other words th~y have ' been discri~inatory in character e 

Now , althqugh these restrictions against our exports forced us to look 

around for alternative markets for some of our products 7 either at home or in 

the United States, we manag~d to adapt ourselve~ t~ the situation without toq much 

difficulty . The concern :we have felt has not been because of any burden~ome 

surpluses accumulated here, nor primc;trily because of the very high propo;rtion 
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of our import and export trade which i s now done with the United States : 

though, in all truth , the position would be more comfortable if our t rade 

were mor~ evenly spread . It ha~ been ba ?. ed on longer run ~onside~ations . 

If the dollar problem is ever to be sol ved con~tructively, reliance 

will have to be placed c;:>n positive measures to expand the dollar incomes of 

overseas countries rather than on re~trictive measure~ to contract the i r 

dollar expenditure~ . We have reali~ed that constructive measures to eli-

minate, rather than merely cope with, the dollar shortage would not be easy 

to adopt fi-nd might take a long time to produce results. On the other hand, 

if restrictive and discriminatory barriers against trade with dollar countries 

come gradually to be accepted ~~ inevitable and permanent, so that the 

we~tern world split more and ;mor~ into two distinct and isolated trading areas, 

the consequences would be very serious . There is always a danger that res-

trictions origin?-llY imposed fo~ balance of payments reasons ~d me~nt to be 

temporary will graduapy become part of a protectionist system on which 

producers ;rely, -so that their ultimate removal becomes more difficult e-nd more 

doubtfuL There is alsp_'a tenden~y for ~~strictions to spread, like an inf~~tion, 

through regional groupings ~ so that E~oducers come to be protected against 

dollar competition not pnly in their home markets, but in certain other markets 

as welL 

Consequently, on every appropriate occasion, we have tried to 

encourage ove·rseas countries. to place more reliance on efforts to incr~ase 
l 
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their dollar earnings ·and,. as their bal~nce of payment& began to improve, to 

make at least a start on ;removing_ their dollar import ;r,estri r; tions . These 

effort~ have not met with as much pUcce~s as we should perhaps like to see, 

though some progre~s ha~ indeed been made - for example, in our trade arrange

ments with the -w.e?t Indies and in the enlargement pf the _British to~en im:eort 

scheme . 

Now, however, the United Kingdom and c~rtain other foreign countries 

are again experiencing exchange lo~ses) and it must be admitted that the out -

look for further relax~tion of r~striction~ against our exports is none too 

bright . During the past few week9, indeed, one of our most imp~rtant customers, 

Belgium, whose imp_ort ;t:egime up tq the .present has--been of a libe~al character, 

has, because of problems arising from her assqc iation with the European 

Payments Union, fo:r:' the time being at least joine~ the ranks of the ~ountries 

discriminating against dollar goods . Statements made by the linited ,~ingdom 

representatives at the recent meetings of the Interp.ational Monetary fund at 

Washingto!l hold out no hope for r .el~xation of restrictions in the near future , 

Now, the difficultie~ under which some of our trading partners labour in 

meetin·g the claims on them from various directions are enormous, and I hope 

that in what I said tq you in 1949 and to - day) I have not sought to minimize 

them . Our approach t~ this problem cannot be- do~ctrinaire . At the same time 

we are, I think, entitl~d to hope that the approach of others will also not be 

doctrinaire , What many of these countries are facing to - day is an ove!-al~ 

deficit in their balance of payments, · not merely a dollar deficit. Under these 
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circumstances, it would be doctrinaire on their part to act q.s though only 

goods imported from the dollar area involved a burden on their exchange re -

serves and as though goods obtained elsewhere involved no cost, All imports 

involve a claim on a country's resources unleps they are a gift ; and for a 

country which is hard pressed for resources q.ll round, the difference between 

dollar imports and other imp<;>rts is not the difference between black and white, 

And finally it would be, doctrinaire to believe that the balance of payments 

position of a country is not affected by its internal situation, particularly by 

the magnitude of inflationary pressures . 

Having examined at some length the mote that is in our brother's 

eye, let me now consider for a few mo:ments the beam that is in our own o In 

Canada, too, we have recently been pressing so hard on our resources that we 

have had to meet some of the pressure by incr~asing our imports of goods and 
..,. 

services 0 

The pressure I .speak of originates very largely in the great forward 

strides which we are taking in this country in the development of our ecQnomic 

potential ~ in other words in the large volume of real investment taking place hereo 

One would have tt o go back decades in C?-nadia~ history to find a period of basic 

economic growth comparable to that we have been experiencing in the past few 

years o And one would have to look far throu~hout the world to find another country 

which is devoting as much as a quarter of its gross national product = as we are 

doing = to enlarging its capital structur~ o Associated with the broad band of re-
~ 

source development and exploration in the frontier areas across the country has 
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been a rapid increase in population and relat~d pre::;sure on services 1 houses , 
I 

roads, utilities and manufact~ting facilitie9 that have caused the expans i on to 

fan out in all directions . 

When I last spo~e to you at the end of 1949 I remarked on the fact 

that in recent decades it had been normal for us in Canada to ?pend le$s than 

we earned abroad and thus to have a surplus in our f a vour on our over ·~ all 

current account balance . . The situation was reversed in 1950 when we had a 

current account deficit in excess of .$300 million = the first since 1933 and the 

largest since 1930 . This year , as you all know, our imports have risen still 

further and have gone up considerably more than our exports . ' There seems 

little doubt that our current account deficit in 1951 will be substantially larger 

than the $300 million ~igure for 19 50 . 

A current account deficit, such as we have been experiencing last 

year and this is, of course , no new development in our econom1c history, nor 

is it uncommon in· the development of other new countries . Indeed the two most 

dynamic periods in our history = 1900 to 1913 and the 1920's = were, like the 

present dynamic period, characteri:z;ed by large net imports of capital , that is, 

by large current account deficits . The effect of those deficits is to enable a 

count+y to maintain levels of investment or consumption ot defence expenditures 

which are beyond its own imP1ediate capacity. Or if one prefers to think of .the 

matter in other terms, when a count~y has an import surplus of goods and ser = 

vices from abroad in a situation characterized by inflation, th.e inflationary 

pressure at home is relieved . It is :felieved because goods are being introduced 



into the country without any corresponding I incr~ase 1n incomes looking for 

goods to buy . The existence of a current accpunt deficit i s by no means ne-

cessarily evidence of improvidence or extravagance . One has to ask oneself 

what has g i ven rise t o the deficit , whether it is enabling a country to main -· 

tain a s tan dard of liv ing beyond i ts own ultimate resources or whe ther it is 

be i ng bal~nced by 8;n improvement in the economic position of the country. 

Not least important, one has to ask oneself what means are open to the country 

to pay the deficit. 

In our own case, as I have already said, the present phase has 

~ 
many features similar to earlier great dynamic periods of economic develop ~ 

ment, including some reliance on foreign capital. 

In 1950 ~ the inflow of capital was far greater than our current 

account deficit and the difference } amounting to about $600 m~llion was added 

to our exchange reserves. A large part of this inflow was of he purely 

financial type , based on the ~xpectation of an appre<;:iation in the Canadian 

exchange rate . It was this inflow ~ indeed ~ which led the Government to its 

decision to . cease quoting fixed exchange rates and e:stablish a free market for 

Canadian dollars about a year ago. Since that time the inflow of capit8:1 has 

been of a more stable character. Direct investment by non ~ residents in 

Canadian industry has continued on a large scale, and a new development of the 

past twelve months has been the issue by provinces' municipalities and cor-

porations of bonds in the private capital market in the United States . This re = 
l . 

presents a reversal of a trend which has been in evidence for 20 years or more . 
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In the two decades from 19 ;30 to 19 50, American holdings of Canadian debtor 

obligations payable solely or optionally in United States d9llars were reduced 

by about $450 million and ~;riti~h holdings of Canadian debtor sterling obli-

gations were reduced by over $700 million, the latter reduction being mainly 

due to Government repatriation of its own debt from the United Kingdom in the 

course of the war . 

Since the beginning of this year, Canadian debtors (mainly Provinces) 

have is~ued new securities in the New York market in the amount ·of about ~300 

million . Retirem~nts have amounted to about $100 million, including $48 

million CNR' s . The U . S . funds thus bprrowed have of course been made available 
•' 

to the Canadian economy and, along with the funds coming in for direct investments 

and c~rtain other capital movements, they explain why, in spite of the large 

current fi.Ccount de.ficit I have referred to } our exchange reserves fell by only 
~ 

$130 million in the first nine months of this year . 

This large inflow of capital must naturally raise the queption ip our 

mind whether as a country we ar-.e going into debt abroad to too great an extent. 

In considering this there are certain facts which should be taken into account. 

One of these is the fact that even after the large recent borrowings abroad 

through the sale of bonds, total interest payments abroad are very much lower 

than they were twenty years ago . True, much foreign capital has been invested 
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in C~nada during this ~eri~d in equity f~rm = through pur~hases of secu-rities 

and investments in br~nch pl~nt~ . . :aut even allowing for this , the $400 -

$450 million we shall pay in interest and dividt::~ds to non - residents this year 

repre~ents only 2 l/2 'per cent ~four national income, compared to 8 per 

cent of our national inc<?me required to make payments of $350 million in 1930 . 

In 1930 it took ·nearly 20 per cent of the proceeds .Gf our exports to meet our 

interest .and dividend payments to no:n = re~idents . To - day, even though these 

payments are , larger , it takes hardly more .than 2 per cent o( our export pro = 

ceeds to meet them . 1 Finally, orie Il1USt have regard to the ways in which 

we are disposing of the resources available to us, including that portion which 

is made ~vailable thrqugh the current account d~ficit and paid for by an 

increase in our fo~eig~ indebtednesp . ~orne part of our imports is unp_ro 

ductive p and debt ~ncurred to finance them would have to be r ga~ded as 

dead - weight debt . I suppose that this would be true, in an ec~nomic sep.se , 

of our imports of de fence · goods, which the Minister of National Defence 

recently. estimated were running at the rate o~ $300 million a year . On the 

other hand our domestic capital structure is being enlarged and intensified, 

and the new. c apital we are creating doe? not consist primarily of such things 

as roads and public buildings and theatres ' and hot dog stands which might 

give us greater satisfaction for the time being without adding significantly 
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to our capacity to e·arn foreign incon1e " The bulk is going into basic re ~ 

source developments which will enlarge our capacity to export or reduce our 

import requirements , From a foreign exchange point of view therefore, it 

is reasonable to suppose that the borrowing is producing its own rent, with 

something to spare besides, And 1 fortunately, much of the resourc;e deve-

lopment which is now taking place is directed towards producing commodities 

which are urgently needed for our defence effort and that of the countries with 

which we are allied " 

I have come now to the end of what I have to say . It will be clear to 

you that the international financial situation continues to be characteri~ed by 

uncertainties . The fresh balance ~f payments difficulties which appear to be 

gathering on the hori~on may seem to be merely a repetition of past crises 

and it is easy to take the cynical view that the international economy is as far 

..,. 
as ever from being a going concern. But to do so would be to overlook the 

tremendous growth of real economic strength which the western world has 

achieved during the :r;>ast fe.w years, and the equally impressive progress which 

western countries have made in learning to attack their common economic 

problems together . There have been many ups and downs during the past 

years in the international financial temperature and there may well be these 

ups and downs in the future . So far as we in Canada are concerned our ability 

to cope with whatever situation arises will be determined mainly by our 
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success in keeping our own house in ord~r . What is meant by that would 

require another aadress, or two - by somebody else . But it will be apparent 

that an important ingredient in the prescription is to keep the financial 

pressure on our resources within tolerable limits . If we do this, and if a't 

the same time we make our fair contribution, along with other nations, to 

mutual understanding arid to the joint attack on c ammon e c anomie problems, 

then we in this country can face the uncertainties of the future with good heart. 
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